ABSTRACT We address the problem common space learning approach that maps all related multimodal information into a common space for multimodal data. To establish a fine-grained common space, the aligned relevant local information of different modalities is used to learn a common subspace where the projected fragmented information is further integrated according to intra-modal semantic relationships. Specifically, we propose a novel multimodal LSTM with an attention alignment mechanism, namely attention alignment multimodal LSTM (AAM-LSTM), which mainly includes attentional alignment recurrent network (AA-R) and hierarchical multimodal LSTM (HM-LSTM). Different from the traditional methods which operate on the full modal data directly, the proposed model exploits the inter-modal and intra-modal semantic relationships of local information, to jointly establish a uniform representation of multi-modal data. Specifically, AA-R automatically captures semantic-aligned local information to learn common subspace without the need of supervised labels, then HM-LSTM leverages the potential relationships of these local information to learn a fine-grained common space. The experimental results on Filker30K, Filker8K, and Filker30K entities verify the performance and effectiveness of our model, which compares favorably with the state-of-the-art methods. In particular, the experiment of phrase localization on AA-R with Filker30K entities shows the expected accurate attention alignment. Moreover, from the experiment results of image-sentence retrieval tasks, it can be concluded that the proposed AAM-LSTM outperforms benchmark algorithms by a large margin.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid growth of big data such as text, image, video and audio, the application of these multimodal data is becoming increasingly attractive, in which all input medias can be used to improve the performance of existing algorithms on most applications [1] . Among these applications, multimodal data fusion plays an important role, through which one can get a task-oriented uniform representation by integrating several media types [2] . In the research of multi-modal data fusion, common space learning is the core technology, wherein DNN-based methods are currently the mainstream. The basic principle of these methods is that multimodal data sharing the same semantics has latent correlations, which makes it possible to construct a high-level common space where they can be close to each other. In this way, data of different media types can be reasonably projected to this common space for further processing. For instance, in the multi-modal data retrieval tasks such as image-text retrieval [3] , [4] , etc., mapping all the input modalities to a common space where the modal similarities can be directly measured can greatly improve the accuracy of the searching.
For establishing the common space, most previous methods simply use the global feature of different modalities to train the whole neural network, which means the local corresponding information is neglected to some extent [4] - [6] . As shown in the Fig. 1 (a) , the entire image and sentence are projected into a common space in the coarse manner with one stage method. The large amount of redundant information in multimodal data obscures the salient information required by the tasks resulting in an inefficient common space learning. In addition, as shown in Fig. 1 (b) , capturing the detailed corresponding information existing in multimodal data have been proved to be crucial for most tasks. Therefore, it is desired to learn the fine-grained correspondences information from different multi-modal data which is conducive to multimodal data analysis and effective common space learning.
Some intuitive solutions, which consider not only the global information but also the detailed local information [7] - [9] , [15] are proposed. That is, the data from one of the modal type, usually text, is divided into many semanticspecific fragments, then the full or just the related part of the data from other modal types is fused with these fragments. For the former method, the typical method proposed in [7] employs convolutional architectures to encode the image, then composes different semantic fragments from the words, and learns the matching relations between the images and the composed fragments For the latter method, as shown in [9] , fine-grained correspondences between image regions and short phrases are learned to boost the learning of the embedding common space.
However, these methods are specifically designed for image-text pairs, and hence cannot be naturally extended to multi-modal data. The main reason is that the method adopted for generating the inter-modal corresponding information is often a mode-sensitive independent process. That is, these methods often process different modalities by totally different technology in advance, such as the region proposal of the image by RCNN [10] in [9] , resulting in low expansibility on multimodal data. Moreover, since none of them can combine the selection of inter-modal relevant local information with the common space learning in a smooth way, the generation of corresponding local information and the common space learning are regarded as two separate stages which makes it difficult to jointly optimize the whole model.
To address the problems above, we use the unified framework to naturally integrate the learning of the correspondences local information into the learning of the common space. Inspired by the ''soft'' deterministic attention model which is widely studied in computer vision tasks [11] - [13] , we propose an end-to-end model that uses the trainable soft attention model to adaptively capture the inter-modal local information of similar semantics to obtain a fine-grained common space. The proposed method is Attention Alignment Multimodal LSTM (AAM-LSTM). In particular, our AAM-LSTM has a hierarchical structure with three levels, where the module in first and second level are Attention Alignment Recurrent network (AA-R) and common subspace learning respectively, while the Hierarchical Multimodal LSTM in third level represents task-oriented finegrained common space, as shown in Fig. 2 . Specifically, since the three levels in AAM-LSTM are combined from down-top in a smooth manner, our model can be naturally extended to multi-modal data fusion with a unified framework, in which the sub-modules automatically interact with each other so that can be jointly optimized with the end-to-end training method. In summary, our contributions are mainly three-fold:
1. An Attention Alignment Recurrent Network is proposed to learn the inter-modal related local information from different modalities. That is, the model automatically focuses attention on local information with similar semantics of the multi-modal data. Moreover, the common subspace can be further learned with the aligned local information. 2. The hierarchical multimodal LSTM is used to integrate the common subspaces with a down-top manner so as to boost the learning of the fine-grained space. 3. Our model is constructed into a unified framework that all sub-modules can be jointly optimized with the endto-end training method, improving the model scalability over multimodal data The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related works. Section 3 introduces the proposed AAM-LSTM. Section 4 describes the objective functions used to train the AAM-LSTM model. Section 5 provides the evaluation and analysis of the experiments, followed by the conclusions in Section 6.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we introduce some works related to this paper, including the common space learning with deep learning and the attention model.
A. COMMON SPACE LEARNING WITH DEEP LEARNING
Common space learning is the key technology for many tasks, which is closely related to image caption [9] , [14] , cross-media data retrieval [8] , [16] and multi-view learning [6] , [17] . Furthermore, a big breakthrough in the common space learning was made by deep learning (DL) that the features extracted by convolution neural network (CNN) [18] , [19] and recurrent neural network (RNN) [20] , [21] are considered as a generic representation for diverse modalities data. Especially, the idea and models existed in the DL are widely used to address multimodal problems by a great number of proposed approaches, including deep canonical correlation analysis (DCCA) [22] , deep semantic learning [4] , deep visual-semantic embedding [8] , [16] and some other models [23] combined with CNN and RNN. Meanwhile, efficient loss functions have been proposed to train deep models [17] , [24] , [25] . Among them, the ranking loss is a typical one that is subsequently optimized to make the corresponding representations as close as possible in the embedding space.
Moreover, Multimodal Convolutional Neural Networks proposed by Ma et al. [7] compose different semantic fragments from words and learns the inter-modal relations between the full image and the composed fragments at different levels. Niu et al. [9] propose Hierarchical Multimodal LSTM to address the problem of dense visual-semantic embedding that the correspondences between all phrases and image regions are learned and utilized to boost the learning of the embedding space. Wang et al. [24] , [25] propose a method for learning joint embedding of the image and the text using a two-branch neural network.
More importantly, many works have been devoted to visual-semantic alignments [8] , [9] , [14] , [15] , [26] which means the model should capture the related region-phrase pair that can be used to boost the common space learning. The model in [9] works on a finer level and embeds fragments of images (objects) and fragments of sentences (typed dependency tree relations) into a common space. Moreover, a specific network is designed to learn the region-phrase pair which is the phrase localization task.
B. ATTENTION MODEL
The biological vision system reveals that people's vision system always focus on the related local information of different data in which attention mechanism plays a very important role. Motivated by this, attention model is applied to tasks that take multimodal data as inputs, including image caption [12] , image question answering [13] , [27] . Specifically, the model proposed in [12] is able to automatically focus attention on the salient objects to generate the corresponding words in the output sequence.
With the development of recurrent neural network (RNNs) based on long short-term memory (LSTMs ), approaches proposed on visual attention tasks are simple and efficient. The ''soft'' deterministic attention model which can be abbreviated as soft attention [28] - [31] is the most studied one which can be naturally embed in RNN to focus attention on different areas. The SAT model [12] learns to describe the content of images with RNN. The model is able to fix its gaze on salient objects while generating the corresponding words in the output sequence. They use semantic representation of the question as a query to search for the regions in an image that are related to the answer. In their experiments, they find the image question answering often requires multiple steps of reasoning. Therefore, they develop a multiple-layer SAN combined with CNNs and LSTMs in which they process the multimodal data multiple times to infer the answer progressively. The PANNet [13] is a novel attention model which can accurately attend to queried target objects of various scales and shapes in images. The net learns to capture semantic association between the image and the text while constructs function that maps the association information to attention values.
We use the idea above that the net stores neuron activations from different regions of the image in its memory and uses the query to choose relevant regions. That is, the attention model combined with recurrent network can progressively align the local information that has the similar semantic. Therefore, when using soft attention in common space learning, we can capture the inter-modal correspondences to achieve a finegrained common space.
III. THE PROPOSED AAM-LSTM
Given a multi-modal data set {X , Y , Z }, we aim to map the extracted features {f X , f Y , f Z } to a common space in a twostage manner with a unified framework. Overall, we attempt to capture inter-modal related local information, and then map all the learned correspondences into a fine-grained common space. These processes can be smoothly combined with alignment attention mechanism into a hierarchical structure, namely attention alignment multi-modal LSTM (AAM-LSTM), which can be expressed as follows:
where AA_R is the attention alignment recurrent network, SCP_L is the common space learning network, and HM_LSTM is the Hierarchical Multimodal LSTM. AA_R automatically captures corresponding local features that each aligned pair has same semantics, and then SCP_L learns VOLUME 6, 2018 a common subspace S C from these aligned local features V A . HM-LSTM explicitly utilizes the semantic association of elements in S C to get a fine-grained common space FG C .
It should be noted that, for brevity, we only explore the common space learning method of images and texts, as shown in Fig. 3 . 
A. ATTENTION ALIGNMENT RECURRENT NETWORK
''Soft'' deterministic attention model [13] , [28] is an effective weight distribution mechanism that can assign larger weights to specific information that are close to the task. Therefore, it is natural for us to introduce soft attention into the algorithm of automatically learning the correspondences phrases and image regions.
In particular, finding a region of the image that corresponds to the phrase is a difficult nonlinear problem that cannot be solved in a one-step approach. Thus, the desirable function should gradually approximate the optimal phraseregion pair, which means that the generation of the needed attention distribution is in a coarse-to-fine manner. Therefore, it is common to apply chain rule with T steps to model the required function:
where the f img and f phrase is the representation of the input image and phrase respectively, and W t img is the attention weights in step t.
To achieve the desired function shown in Eq. 2, an intuitive approach is to directly combine the attention model with LSTM as introduced in [12] .
However, since the traditional LSTM model just accumulates information to make inferences, it cannot meet the requirements of learning a specific attention distribution of the image with the fixed phrase as input.
Thus, we propose a novel attention alignment recurrent network (AA-R) to align the inter-modal related local information with ''soft'' attention. In addition, the structure of our recurrent network is simplified from LSTMs so that the training and convergence speed of the network can be improved. The structure of the proposed AA-R is shown in Fig. 4 . As can be seen from the Fig. 4 , the core of the AA-R is the attention alignment module that assigning attention weights to IFP with text featuresTFP and attended image features as input. The C is the memory variable containing the history attention weights. The state of this variable is controlled by ''gates'' -layers which are applied multiplicatively and thus can adjust the value from the gate layer. In particular, these gates are used to balance the influence of the history and generated attention weights. The definition of the gates, cells and inner variables are as follows:
where C t−1 is the attention distribution of the previous step and a t is the attention distribution generated by the function g at step t, and i t is the gate for deciding whether C t−1 or a t is used to dominate the update of C t which is further used as the input to generate the hidden state h t and the output O t . Moreover, function ϕ is used to predict the phrase with O t as input. AA-R can learn how to adjust the attention distribution on f img until the attended salient region has the specific same semantics as the input phrase. That is, the model starts from an initial attention distribution which all regions in f img are of equal importance, and the model looks closer to the areas with higher weights so as to shrink the areas needed to be focused 20198 VOLUME 6, 2018 attention on. Specifically, in each iteration, the function g aims to further filter relatively less important regions from the attended feature map h t−1 , and then the gate i t is used to control the degree of attention update to counteract large fluctuations in the attention map so as to speed up convergence and to improve the robustness of the model. The f img is multiplied by the regularized attention map in elementwise so that larger weights are allocated to the target area. O t is used to feed to a softmax layer which will produce a probability distribution p nonu_word over all noun words to explicitly determine whether the semantics of the phrase and attended areas are strictly aligned, which can be expressed as follows:
where the length of the output vector p noun_word is the number of noun words in the vocabulary, and the values in the positions corresponding to the noun word in the input phrase should be 1.
In contrast with the region-proposals-based methods which is commonly used in the previous works [8] , [9] , [14] , [15] , [26] , our approach can be trained to assign attention weights to the area that is most related to the input phrase. Furthermore, the AA-R can also be inserted to the whole architecture with a smooth manner so that the entire framework can be jointly optimized.
1) ATTENTION ALIGNMENT MODULE
Specifically, in the mechanism of attention alignment, when given a specific phrase, we need to focus attention on the corresponding areas of the image which have similar sematic information with this phrase.
Inspired by the proposed method in PAN [13] which directly adds the encoded text features to the image features to locate the target area, we extend this algorithm to a more complex case where the input text is a phrase with multiple words. Since encoding full text representation into a single vector leads to the loss of information which resulting in a coarse attention distribution, we use a mechanism for superposition of multiple attention maps generated by each word, which can be formulated as follows:
where l = 1, . . . , |phrase|, s phrase ∈ R w×h×|phrase| can be regarded as feature maps with each channel is an attention map which is integrated by in a non-linear manner to obtain the final attention map a t ∈ R w×h , and h t the attended image features. It should be noted that the convolution kernels K : k v , k n , k adj−adv , k num , k others of the convolution layer conv corresponds to the word types, that is, the specific kernel is used when the type of word and the kernel is matched. Moreover, the contained h t is simply used as the feature to be searched so that this algorithm can be easily extended to multi-modal data.
B. TWO-BRANCH NETWORK FOR COMMON SUBSPACE LEARNING
Let f attn img and f phrase donate the feature representation of the attended image and the input phrase, respectively. Since the features contained in f attn img and f phrase are semantically aligned, we aim to map them to a common space with semanticpreserving where the two projected vectors are clustered.
The network structure proposed in [24] and [25] with little variant but a novel semantic alignment objective function described in Section 4 is used in our model to learn a common subspace, as shown in Fig. 5 . Specifically, in order to improve the performance of the network, the fully connected layers are replaced by the convolution layer FCONV. In general, only the semantic of vectors are considered for distance measurement in common space learning. However, in our model, each projected vector in the common subspace will be further inserted into hierarchical LSTM according to the type of input phrase used to obtain this vector. Thus, the classifier at the end of the network is added to separate the vectors in phrase level. In detail, the classifier is implemented by softmax function which receives the projected v phrase as input and outputs probabilities of two classes including noun phrase and the other phrase.
The proposed two-branch network can also effectively project the attended image features f attn img and f phrase into vectors with semantic-preserving which also fits the requirement of the subsequence model, thus can be naturally used to combine the AA-R with the hierarchical LSTM into a unified framework.
C. HIERARCHICAL MULTIMODAL LSTMS FOR FINE-GRAINED COMMON SPACE LEARNING
We attempt to explicitly exploit the pyramid structure of the information to integrate the projected vectors in the learned common subspace of all aligned local information into a finegrained common space.
Recently, the N-ary Tree-LSTMs [21] model has been proposed to model the hierarchical structure of information while each LSTM unit is able to incorporate information from multiple ordered child units. However, since the root of the tree represents the full information for a specific modal data, the model cannot be directly used to integrated the projected vectors from multi-modal data.
Therefore, we extend N-ary Tree-LSTMs to multi-modal, namely Hierarchical Multimodal LSTMs (HM-LSTM), in which each independent hierarchical LSTM is constructed for each modal data. Thus, since the root of each HM-LSTM contains the full information of the specific modal data, we further jointly learn all the roots at the top to construct a fine-grained common space as shown in Fig. 6 . Given v p img , v p text ; p = 1, . . . , P as input, where each pair vectors which comes from different modal data are the learned common representation from the specific phrase donated by the superscript, our approach takes the vectors from the same modal data together to capture the intramodal latent semantic relationships so that the vectors with fragments semantic can be integrated into a complete description of the entire image or sentence. As shown in Fig. 6 , the sets v p img ; p = 1, . . . , P and v p text ; p = 1, . . . , P are the gathered representations of image and text respectively, where each element contains specific local information.
With HM-LSTM, all the learned semantic fragments from two-branch network should be jointly integrated with the fixed order to generate the global representation, so that the entire architecture can achieve global optimization with semantically distinguishable to generate a fine-grained common space.
IV. TRAINING OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS FOR AAM-LSTM
In this section, in order to train the proposed model in a reasonable way, we describe the objective functions for each sub-module in AAM-LSTM. For AA-R, we propose a novel incremental cross entropy loss that allows the model to converge in minimum steps while also give the objective functions in both supervised and non-supervised situations. To separate information with different semantic while preserving the alignment structure in common subspace learning, we propose a semantic alignment loss. Then, for fine-grained common space learning in HM-LSTM, the ranking loss is used.
A. OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS FOR AA-R
A desirable AA-R should move towards to the optimal attention distribution in each iteration rather than having invalid iterations. Specifically, the cross-entropy loss in the text prediction should continue to decline rather than fluctuate back and forth. Therefore, the loss l t of current iteration is the sum of the cross-entropy loss and the margin between l t and l t−1 . The proposed novel loss function is incremental cross entropy loss which can be expressed as follows:
where p is the input phrase and p t is the predicted phrase in tth iteration. As can be seen from Eq. 6, the incremental of cross entropy loss in two consecutive iterations is added to the total loss so as to make the model keep the positive learning process.
AA-R with non-supervised:
In most cases, since there is no ground truth bounding box available, the AA-R network is only motivated by the proposed incremental cross entropy loss with phrase prediction. Therefore, in each iteration, only the semantics information contained in the attended image and the phrase becomes more similar.
AA-R with supervised: When matched region-phrase pairs are available, we can judge the quality of the final attention distribution, which means the model should focus attention on the area surrounded by the ground truth bounding box. Therefore, the objective loss function for the final attention map can be defined as follows:
wheremC T ∈ R W ×H . Here, the target binary mapm is defined as follows:
where(x tl , y tl ) and (x br , y br ) denote the top-left and bottomright coordinates of the ground-truth box , respectively. Thus, the objective function can be formulated as follows: (12) In the selection of the positive and negative samples, we first convert each phrase in the dataset into a one-hot coding vector with the length same as the word dictionary, which can be donated as e * phrase where the value is set to 1 if the corresponding word contained in the phrase. Then, for a specific phrase i with length n, we compare the hamming distance (hm) between e i phrase and all other e i− phrase . Specifically, for e j phrase ∈ e i− phrase , we get the positive and negative sets according to the formulation as follows:
After constructing corresponding positive and negative samples, we convert all the constraints to objective functions using hinge loss, which can be expressed as follows: (17) where the m is fixed for all terms across all training samples.
Additionally, cross-entropy is used as the loss function for the classifier described in Section 3.2.
For common subspace learning, the objective function is shown as follows:
C. OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS FOR FINE-GRAINED COMMON SPACE LEARNING
Since common subspace learning ensures that the vectors projected from the aligned fragments can keep the phrase type while have properties of semantic-preserving, we simply make sure that the similarities of image-sentence vectors integrated from these aligned vectors are consistent with the ground truth. The objective function of fine-grained common space learning is shown as follows:
When selecting the positive and negative sets in the final common space learning, we should take the distance of samples in the common subspace into consideration. Let i and j be index of two sentences, the learned phrases in the common subspace contained in sentence i and j are ; k = 1, . . . , 4 , respectively. We calculate the Euclidean distance between each vector in the two sets, and then remove the two vectors with minimum distance d 1 from the set. After repeating this process, we can get the distance between the two sets, which can be denoted as:
Therefore, for a specific sample i, we select the nearest N samples as positive samples.
The Back-propagation Through Structure (BPTS) [32] algorithm is used to train our AAM-LSTM model, where the errors of different loss functions are respectively injected to the corresponding loss layers, and back-propagated from top to down along the hierarchical structure.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct comprehensive experiments on AAM-LSTM with Flickr30K Entities [33] , Flickr8K [34] , and Flickr30K [35] datasets while analyzing the contributions of different components of our approach. Specifically, we evaluate the AA-R network on phrase-region localization with the new Flickr30K Entities dataset. Then we the perform experiments on bidirectional image and sentence retrieval with the Flickr8K and Flickr30K datasets to fully test the performance of AAM-LSTM. Our algorithm is implemented in Tensorflow-1.4 with Python wrapper and runs at around VOLUME 6, 2018 40 fps with eight cores of 3.4GHz Intel Core i7-6700 and an NVIDIA Tesla K20m GPU.
A. PHRASE-REGION LOCALIZATION ON FLICKR30K ENTITIES
We apply the AA-R network to automatically learn correspondences between phrases and image regions which can be regarded as the phrase localization task as studied in [33] . The goal of phrase localization is to predict a bounding box in an image for each entity mention (noun phrase) from a caption that goes with that image. Since AA-R can only focus attention on single area so that one bounding box of each the phrase is predicted. The benchmark datasets and algorithms are described as follows:
Dataset: The Flickr30k Entities dataset [33] is used as the benchmark dataset of the localization task. Specifically, the annotations in this dataset provide links from 244K mentions of distinct entities in sentences to 276K manually annotated bounding boxes.
Benchmark Algorithms: Since the Flickr30K Entities dataset provides abundant labels, many supervised learning algorithms are proposed to learn a common space so that the corresponding region and image are closer. Zitnick and Dollár [37] reported baseline results for a region phrase embedding using CCA on top of ImageNet-trained VGG [18] features. In addition, with a two branch deep neural network, Mao et al. [23] and Wang et al. [24] (TBNN) can take advantage of structure-preserving constraints and bi-directional ranking constraints to accurately match the region-phrase pair. The GroundeR [26] can attend to the relevant image region by reconstructing a given phrase without grounding supervision.
Competitor Models: Since our method only outputs the attention distribution which will be further processed as the predicted bounding box, accuracy (Recall@1) is directly used as the evaluation criteria. Moreover, the average IOU of the successful matched (IOU > 0.5) predicted bounding box and ground truth box are served as another comparison benchmark. Furthermore, consistent with prior work, we use 100 EdgeBox [37] proposals for all the benchmark algorithms, for which the recall upper bound is R@100 = 76.91. US in Table 1 is the abbreviation of unsupervised learning. In the internal comparison, 1) UAA_R + CSL: the unsupervised AA-R is jointly trained with common subspace learning, then the learned common subspaces are directly used for retrieving with the method shown in Eq. 21. 2) SAA_R + CSL: the supervised AA-R is jointly trained with common subspace learning.
1) IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The training of our approach AA-R network has two stages where the AA-R is pre-trained before fine-tuning with common subspace learning. Specifically, in both stage, AA-R with supervised and unsupervised methods are tested. In particular, the configuration and training method of AA-R network are presented as follows: Image Embedding: As shown in Section 3.1, the output of final convolution layer of pre-trained VGG-16 [18] is regarded as the feature of the image. Thus, the size of f img is 7x7x512. It should be noted that the last two convolution layers in VGG-16 should be fine-tuned in the training of AA-R.
Text Embedding: For text embedding, each word in the phrase is mapped to a vector f word of 512 dimensions with word2vec [41] , so that f phrase can be expressed by the formula Eq. 5. Additionally, the f phrase will be further forwarded the pre-trained text-CNN [19] with size and number of the filter are 2 and 512 respectively, so we can obtain f phrase ∈ R 1x1x512 for common space learning.
Recurrent Network: The configuration of the convolution layer and the fully connected layer in in AA-R are [3x3; 1x1, SAME] and [1024] respectively, where the convolution layer is used to generate attention distribution and fully connected layer maps the attended image features to a vector for phrase prediction. The phrase classifier is additionally regularized using dropout [38] with a dropout rate of 0.5. Instead, we did not observe performance gains using dropout. Two-Branch Network: We set the embedding dimension to be 512. We use the two-layer network structure with [1024; 512] as the intermediate layer dimensions on both sides. Moreover, the batch normalization [39] layer is added after the last linear layer of both network branches to accelerate the training and also make gradient updates more stable.
Pre-training: In the pre-training of AA-R, we apply the same configuration for both supervised and unsupervised methods. For network initialization, C 0 is initialized
and h 0 is initialized to h 0 = C 0 f img while all other parameters are initialized with Xavier. For network optimization, the optimizer is RMSProp [40] while the learning rate starts with 0.3 and varies according to the exponential decrease. We set the mini-batch size to 200 ground truth image sentence pairs. The number of iterations T is set as a hyper-parameter for further study. For unsupervised learning, the only objective function is the incremental cross entropy loss. For supervised AA-R, as shown in Eq. 7, the size ofm (i, j) should be 7x7. That is, given the ground truth box m label in the original image,m is the corresponding perceptual domain on the last convolutional layer of the VGG-16. Followed the formulate proposed in SSP-net, letm: {(x tl , y tl ) , (x br , y br )} and m label : x tl , y tl , x br , y br , x tl = x tl 32 + 1 and
Jointly Training: When the pre-trained AA-R is jointly trained with the common subspace learning, the model is motivated by both the prediction loss and semantic alignment loss. For network optimization, we use SGD with momentum 0.9 and weight decay 0.0006. We use a small learning rate starting with 0.1 and decay the learning rate by 0.01 after every 2 epochs. The mini-batch size is set to 100 imagephrase pairs. In order to improve training efficiency while providing enough samples for the loss function, all the negative and positive sets of a specific sample are selected from the input mini-batch samples. Specifically, for each input phrase p and image I pair, following the selection method described in Section 4.2, all the learned (v 
2) RESULTS AND ANALYSES
The quantitative and qualitative results are summarized in Table 1 and Fig. 7 , respectively. To make a quantitative analysis, we first compare the performance of the AA-R variants algorithms under different settings, different objective functions, and different network structures. In addition to these internal comparison, we follow the benchmark setting described in Section 5.1 to make a further comparison. To conduct qualitative analysis, we mainly show some renderings of our algorithms, including the predicted bounding box and the probability of the predicted word.
Quantitative Analysis: The second column of Table 1 shows the setting of the corresponding algorithm. In the internal comparison of AA-R, we can see that including supervised objective functions give better results than excluding them with an average improvement of 12.37 and 0.14 in accuracy and av-IOU respectively. Then, fine-tuning the AA-R with common space learning improve performances in any conditions with 6.07 in average. Specifically, as the number of iterations increases, the accuracy and average IOU of supervised AA-R increase gradually but with magnitude decreasing, whereas in unsupervised AA-R, the former increases first and then decrease while the latter has the same tendency. In large part, in supervised AA-R, the algorithm constantly corrects the current results towards the target bounding box while too many iterations cause the unsupervised AA-R to be misleading by the noise. More importantly, in comparison with benchmark algorithms, the performances of both the supervised and unsupervised AA-R are close to the state-ofart algorithms specifically for phrase localization. Specifically, when comparing with TB-BB, AA-R can automatically capture the relevant region-phrase pair without regions proposal before common space learning. Then, instead of constructing complicated network as shown in StructMatch [36] and GroundeR, AA-R can learn to catch the correspondences in a very smooth way so that it can be easily used to multimodal data learning and be inserted as a sub-module to AAM-LSTM.
Qualitative Analysis: As shown in Fig. 7 , the examples of phrase localization indicate our model can accurately focus attention on the regions that is related to the phrases. In general, as shown in (a) -(f), the results get better from left to right. In particular, although the supervised AA-R gives tighter bounding box than unsupervised AA-R in most cases, the attention map from AA-R can give more scene information that is useful for phrase inference in some cases as shown in (c), (d). That is, although AA-R with unsupervised learning always get a rough bounding box which means the attention weights are assigned to a larger region, the phrase inference is more accurate. The main reason is that the relevance of a particular region to other regions facilitates the semantic determination of this region. Such as in (c), when we talk about 'a water board', there should always contain some 'water'. Some typical failures of our algorithm are shown in (e)-(f), our algorithm cannot accurately focus attention on the specific region with ambiguous description when the scene is complicated while smaller regions are always ignored resulting in a totally wrong attention distribution.
As can be seen from the experiment results, the proposed AA-R can accurately capture the relevant region-phrase pairs. That is, the AA-R can achieve alignment of intermodal relevant local information while boosting the common space learning. In particular, jointly training the unsupervised AA-R with common subspace learning can improve the performance of the model on localization and image understanding. Therefore, it is a reasonable way to integrate the UAA-R + CSL with HM-LSTM into full AAM-LSTM for fine-grained common space learning.
B. BIDIRECTIONAL IMAGE AND SENTENCE RETRIEVAL
In order to test the performance of the fully AAM-LSTM, we evaluate the effectiveness of our model on bidirectional image and sentence retrieval task. Specifically, we jointly train the three levels of AAM-LSTM so as to get a desirable common space with semantic-preservation and semanticseparation of learned fine-grained correspondences. We begin by describing the benchmark datasets used for evaluation, followed by a brief description of competitor models. Then, the detailed configurations of our model and training process is explained to achieve a comprehensive experiment results.
Dataset: The Flickr8K [34] and Flicker30K [35] are used in the experiment. These datasets consist of 8,000, 31783 images collected from Flicker, respectively. Each image in both datasets is accompanied with 5 sentences describing the image content. We use the provided standard training, validation, and testing split in the experiment. we use 1, 000 images for validation, 1, 000 for testing and the rest for training.
Competitor Models: Several classic algorithms, including MCNN [7] , Deep Fragment [8] , DeViSE [42] , DVSA [14] , SDT-RNN [16] are used to compare with our model. Specifically, DeViSE, Deep Fragment can be regarded as working on the word level and phrase-level with the two-stage method while SDT-RNN works on the fully sentence with the onestage method. In particular, DVSA aims to align the regions with specific phrase that have similar semantics. Moreover, we use the random ranking and CCA-based method [5] as two baselines. In the internal comparison, 1) UAA_R + CSL + CCA: Following the algorithm in 1), the learned common subspaces are concatenated into a vector which is served as the input of CCA. 3) AAM-LSTM + F-OB: The full AAM-LSTM is used but with only final objective function shown in Eq. 20. (4) full AAM-LSTM: all the modules and objective functions are used.
Benchmark Evaluations: We adopt the evaluation metrics [8] for comparison. More specifically, for bidirectional retrieval, we report the R@K (with K = 1; 5; 10) which computes the fraction of times the correct result is found among the top K results.
1) IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Following the analyzing in Section 5.1, although supervised AA-R leads the attention distribution shrink to the specific region resulting in a tighter bounding box than the unsupervised one, unsupervised AA-R focus attention on more areas that are relevant to its semantic information which is conducive to the subsequent common space learning. Therefore, we should integrate the unsupervised AA-R with the common subspace learning and the HM-LSTM in a smoothly way to jointly learn a fine-grained common space.
There are mainly three levels in the AAM-LSTM, including unsupervised AA-R, common subspace learning and HM-LSTM, where the accurate attention alignment is the premise of subsequent the other two levels. Therefore, when implementing and training the AAM-LSTM, we should pretrain the AA-R. In particular, the configuration and training method of fully AAM-LSTM are expressed as follows:
Input Embedding: For Image embedding and Text embedding, we use exactly the same method described in Section 5.1. It should be note that the embedding layers are just fine-tuned in the pre-training of AA-R shown in 20204 VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 8a. Qualitative results. Examples of image-to-sentence (a-d) and sentence-to-image (e-g) retrieval for some validation data. For each query image, we show the top five sentences retrieved by our best model. Correct matches are underlined while each colored phrase corresponds to the attended image with the same color. Only attended images of the best match is shown. In the last example, all five retrieved sentences are incorrect. For each query sentence, we show the top five retrieved images. The ground-truth images are marked with blue borders while the aligned region-phrases are shown below. Section 5.1 after which they are fixed due to overfitting and training concerns.
Model setting: For AA-R and common subspace learning, the same settings described in Section 5.1 are continue used but with fixed hyper-parameter T = 3. For HM-LSTM, we follow the idea proposed in N-ary Tree-LSTMs [21] where the order of the input is modeled. Then, with the dimension of the fine-grained common space is set as 512, the hidden state and the output are 512-dimensional vectors. In addition, the branching factor N in HM-LSTM is set to 4 which means there are maximum four phrases in a sentence. If the number of phrases is bigger than 4, the first four noun phrase in sentence are preferred. On the contrary, the noun phrases are repeated in order until the number of phrases is 4.
Training: Since the HM-LSTM benefits from a good attention alignment and the effective common subspace learning, we only train the unsupervised AA-R and common subspace learning as shown in Section 5.1 in the first 5 epochs. After 5 epochs, we switch to the full AAM-LSTM with global objective shown in Eq. 20. Our full model is trained using AdaGrad [44] with a learning rate 0.1 that is decayed by 0.005 after each 1 epoch while the parameters are regularized by a per-mini batch L2 regularization with weight decay 0.0005. We set the mini-batch to 250 ground truth imagesentences pairs. Additionally, following the sampling method described in Section 4.2, for each sample in the mini-batch, we select 50 nearest neighbors as the positive ones while the other are negative ones.
2) RESULTS AND ANALYSES
The performances of our approach for bidirectional image and sentence retrieval on Flickr8K and Flickr30K are provided in Table 2 and 3, respectively. The best results of each evaluation metric are highlighted. In most cases, our approach outperforms all the other competitor models. Furthermore, we follow the method proposed in [12] to gain insight of our approach by visualizing the aligned region-phrase pair. The results are shown in Fig. 8 . Model comparisons: Both the full AAM-LSTM and variation models of AAM-LSTM consistently outperform all the listed methods, especially the former is state-of-art algorithm on Flickr8K (Table 2 ) and Flickr30K ( Specifically, comparing with the small margin 1.7 (sentenceto-image, R@10), 1.1 (image-to-sentence, R@10) between MCNN and our method on Flickr8K, our model extends these margins to the corresponding 3.2 and 1.4 on Flicker30K. According to the loss curve of the training process, the main reason is that our model contains multiple submodules and objective functions resulting in the requirement of a large amount of data to overcome overfitting and to motivate the continue decreasing of the loss. Additionally, when jointly training the correspondences information learning and common space learning, our model can be globally optimized to get better results than deep fragment and CCA-based method. Furthermore, our mode explicitly utilizes the inter-modal related local information and models the complex relations within phrases with a hierarchical model (HM-LSTM) to achieve a fine-grained common space while motivating the data understanding instead of treating the image as a whole to compose with multiple-level of text in MCNN. Thus, as can be seen from the Table 3 , full AAM-LSTM has best performance in all the setting.
As shown in the internal comparison, each part of our approach has a large contribution to the whole model. In the simplest case, full AAM-LSTM is directly trained with the final objective function, which leads to the difficulty on model convergence resulting in low performance. Instead, even in this case, our approach can get a reasonable result. After constructing the common space for regionphrase pair with AA-R and common subspace learning, there is an improvement of 3.5 (image Retrieval, @10), 0.9 (sentence retrieval @10) on Flicker30K dataset when the learned common subspaces are integrated with CCA instead of directly used. It is obvious that the CCA can further capture the semantic relationships within these projected vectors to achieve global data description. Therefore, by combining the UAA-R, common subspace learning and HM-LSTM, the performance of our model is significantly improved and finally reach the state-of-the-art.
Qualitative Analysis: As shown in Fig. 8 , our model effectively performs the retrieval task while explicitly focuses attention on the image area that is most related to the given phrase. It can be observed that each phrase in the sentence is aligned to the highlighted area in the image. Especially in (a)-(b) and (e) (f), each part of the image can describe by specific phrase so that the corresponding vector in common subspace can be learned from the aligned information. With the accumulation of these projected vectors, they can be further integrated into a fine-grained common space where the accurate retrieval can be achieved. In the failure examples shown in (c)-(d) and (g), the information alignment can still be achieved by attention alignment mechanism in despite of the incorrect retrieval result.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel approach named Attention Alignment Multimodal LSTM (AAM-LSTM) for common space learning, which includes AA-R, common subspace learning and HM-LSTM. AA-R can align all the inter-modal corresponding local information which is further used to learn a common subspace. Meanwhile, HM-LSTM is able to integrate these semantic fragments to build a fine-grained common space. The first part of our architecture, AA-R and common subspace learning, works by explicitly focusing attention on the area of the image that is most related to the phrase within the sentence so that a joint latent space in which aligned local information has high similarity can be learned by a two-branch network with semantic alignment objective function. This architecture works well for both the insight analyzation of multi-modal data and unified representation of inter-modal relevant local information. Due to the hierarchical structure of HM-LSTM, we can naturally integrate the fragmented information in the learned common subspace into the global representation for each modality and exploit their semantic relations to build a fine-grained common space. Since all the sub-models can be combined smoothly, the whole model can be jointly optimized with the end-to-end training method. The experimental results on Flicker30K Entities show that the model can accurately locate the image regions that matches the phrases. Besides, the experiments on Flicker 8K and Flicker30K demonstrate that the performance of data retrieval can be significantly improved by using the fine-grained common space generated by the proposed AAM-LSTM.
